***PRESS RELEASE***PRESS RELEASE***PRESS RELEASE***
“ALONE”, the music book and the ultimate solo guitar album
by Branco Stoysin
Original compositions for solo, two, three and four guitars. An elixir for the heart, soul and
ears.
Dedicated to the Sun, Nikola Tesla and all good things alone.
Three meters away from a very busy, air-polluted, noisy and vibrating A road, with over 30.000 of
vehicles a day, frequent low and high flying jumbo-jets above which toxic trails together with dark
clouds block the Sun, in a smallest studio, with no computer in sight, comes yet another Sun
Recording’s Sunny-side-of-guitar-and-music warm and quiet rapture giving release. How’s this
possible? Well, it is said that art/music depict society, true, (and that art/music also shape that
society), but should be added, most importantly, the art/music depict artist’s inner self…
The 2nd new music book, “ALONE”, featuring the music as performed on the same title acclaimed
ultimate solo-guitar album, which is included with the book.
The notations of 10 stunning original compositions by guitarist/composer Branco Stoysin, transcribed
by the ear and a pen, and painstakingly calligraphically written over two years period. The book
also features Branco’s aphorisms and photos, and a concise bio of Nikola Tesla, Serbian born alone
genius of the electricity, to whom the book is dedicated to, marking 160 years since the birth of
Tesla and 120 years since the birth of modern civilization, The Niagara Falls and harnessing of
Tesla’s AC Polyphase system, the sole event that propelled the world to where it is today. And
Tesla, who gave us the light, remains in the dark. Tesla made all the rolling world around us
possible yet largely remains unknown and knowledge about Him forbidden! This is inhumane.
Nothing else is so much taken for granted like the electricity and the exploited, denied, brilliant Man
who gave it to us.
A segment from the book: “Every pylon everywhere in the world carries Tesla’s blood, the
electricity, to lighten your existence.”
The 3 minutes and 23 secs promo-video, where you will hear almost the entire track “Aurora Tesla”
from the album, will enlighten you in a nicest and most concise way.
The music book video, the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pR3ewqz-8Pk
Album ALONE itself video, the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bf5Zfz07iU&list=UUvR6hNC-zLhdYG-tbsLthsQ
To purchase the book, the link:
http://www.brancostoysin.co.uk/apps/webstore/products/show/6776447
Tribute page on Nikola Tesla, the link:
http://www.brancostoysin.co.uk/nikolateslageniusofelectricity.htm
No Tesla no light, no nothing. No Sun no life.
Thank You.
Sun Recordings, London.
http://www.brancostoysin.co.uk/
Visit the Website for all the info, full discography, audio and video clips and much more.
NOTE: If links don’t work from Adobe Reader please copy and paste them into your Internet
browser.

